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ROMANTIQUE ITALY 8D/7N
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Trip Summary

Arrival to Rome
Half day city tour of Rome with english speaking guide
Dinner in local restaurant
Check in hotel Excel Montemario 4* or sim

Breakfast at the Hotel
Visit to the Vatican City - The Vatican City
Free time
Dinner in local restaurant
Overnight

Check out from hotel Excel Montemario 4* or sim
Transfer to Bologna
On the way visit to Pisa with english speaking local guide
Arrival to Bologna
Dinner in local restaurant
Check in hotel Holiday Inn 4* or sim

Breakfast at the Hotel
Half day city tour of Bologna with english speaking guide
Optional cooking class
Dinner in local restaurant
Overnight

Check out from hotel Holiday Inn 4* or sim
Transfer to Verona
Verona - The City
Optional wine tour of Verona
Dinner in local restaurant
Check in hotel Best Western Plus 4* or sim

Check out from hotel Best Western Plus 4* or sim
Transfer to Padova
Half day city tour of Padova with english speaking guide
Lunch in local restaurant
Transfer to Venice Mestre
Check in hotel Plaza 4* or sim in Venice Mestre

Day 1-Rome

Day 2-Rome

Day 3-Bologna

Day 4-Bologna

Day 5-Verona

Day 6-Venice
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Breakfast at the Hotel
Boat transfer from Tronchetto pier to St. Marks Square
Half day tour of Venice with English speaking local guide
Boat transfer from St. Mark square to Tronchetto
Dinner in local restaurant
Overnight

Check out from hotel Plaza 4* or sim
Transfer to airport
END OF THE PROGRAMME

Day 7-Venice

Day 8-Venice
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Day 1-Rome

Arrival to Rome
Transfer

Half day city tour of Rome with english speaking guide
Where should one begin to summarise the history of the Eternal City? A good date might be 21 April 753 B.C., when
Romulus founded the city after murdering his twin brother Remus. During the following centuries, Rome grew into a
powerful empire, peaking during the rule of Marcus Aurelius in 161-180 A.D.

Like the ancient city, today's Rome is built on seven hills: Capitolino, Palatino, Quirinale, Viminale, Esquilino, Celio, and
Aventino. The central area is called Campo Marzio, named after the Roman god of war, and was the ancient army’s training
grounds. This is where many of the famous sights are located. Other well-known areas are Trastevere, on the other side of
the Tiber river, and Monti. Little Pigneto is considered to be the most typically Roman neighbourhood.

Dinner in local restaurant

Check in hotel Excel Montemario 4* or sim
Overnight
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Day 2-Rome

Breakfast at the Hotel

Visit to the Vatican City
Vatican City is an ecclesiastical state and the smallest state in Europe, both in dimension and population. Though teeny
tiny, the state holds 11 noteworthy museums, including the Michelangelo-decorated Sistine Chapel (perhaps the greatest
gem), St. Peter's Basilica, and St. Peter’s Square. Marvel at Vatican's treasures with your booked-ahead tour and avoid
lining in notoriously slow-moving queues.

Free time

Dinner in local restaurant

Overnight

The Vatican City
Vatican City, Rome

Vatican City is an ecclesiastical state and the smallest state in Europe, both in dimension and population. Though teeny
tiny, the state holds 11 noteworthy museums, including the Michelangelo-decorated Sistine Chapel (perhaps the greatest
gem), St. Peter's Basilica, and St. Peter’s Square. Marvel at Vatican's treasures with your booked-ahead tour and avoid
lining in notoriously slow-moving queues.
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Day 3-Bologna

Check out from hotel Excel Montemario 4* or sim
Breakfast

Transfer to Bologna

On the way visit to Pisa with english speaking local guide
You say Pisa and you immediately think of the Leaning Tower, one of the most famous monuments in the world. But Pisa is
much more than just its tower, it is also home to the extraordinary complex of buildings known as the Piazza dei Miracoli
(Square of Miracles), with its magnificent cathedral and baptistery. Step away from the tower and you’ll discover the old
town with Renaissance palaces, medieval tower-houses, churches in Romanesque and Gothic style, the Botanic Gardens
(one of the oldest in Europe, recently restored), and the River Arno, which you can admire by walking through old streets
called Lungarni.

Pisa was the birthplace of Gailileo Galilei and hosts an important university, founded in 1338, and the Scuola Normale
Superiore, opened in 1813. As an Etruscan settlement and a Roman town, Pisa formed part of the Longobardo Kingdom,
and then of the Carolingio Empire before becoming part of Italy after 1861. The medieval period coincided with the peak of
Pisa’s economic and political power. Pisa was one of the four Italian coastal republics until it was annexed to the Ducato of
Tuscany in 1406.

Pisa is the starting point to discover the province, with its unspoilt and well-preserved landscape. Do not miss a visit to San
Miniato (50 km), Volterra (65 km), San Gimignano (80 km) and Florence (105 km).

Arrival to Bologna

Dinner in local restaurant

Check in hotel Holiday Inn 4* or sim
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Day 4-Bologna

Breakfast at the Hotel

Half day city tour of Bologna with english speaking guide
Italians love to define Bologna as a scholarly, fat and red city. The scholarly label refers to the site of the world’s oldest
university (1088). The fat label alludes to Bolognese food, with its tagliatelle and tortellini. Finally, Bologna is a red city
because of the colour of its houses and also thanks to the political traditions of the city’s administration.

Bologna is also a city of porticos, which stretch for nearly 40 kilometres in the city centre, and of the Garisenda tower, the
only real leaning tower in Italy (the leaning tower of Pisa is in fact a bell tower).

As an Etruscan settlement, Bologna later became a Roman town (Bononia). During the medieval period, the city developed
into a free commune which reached the peak of its power in the 13th Century. Despite falling under the control of the Papal
States in the 16th Century, the city maintained legal and political autonomy.

Optional cooking class
Discover the flavours and the savours of the real traditional Bolognese cuisine. Admire an authentic Sfoglina cooking
handmade pasta. Cook and taste a typical lunch in Bologna.

Dinner in local restaurant

Overnight
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Day 5-Verona

Check out from hotel Holiday Inn 4* or sim
Breakfast

Transfer to Verona

Verona - The City
Close to Garda Lake, Verona is a city of rare beauty, set back against the hills to the north and laid out harmoniously along
the smooth curves of the Adige river. Founded as a commercial and political town in Roman times, traces of this period
remain with the massive Arena, the Roman theatre, the Gavi Arch and the Borsari gate, as well as the archaeological area
of Porta Leoni and that of the Scaligeri excavations. Large sections of the ancient walls are still standing and they bear
witness – along with the monumental gates and other fortifications – to the strategic importance of the city.

Verona is also full of prestigious cultural institutions, from the ancient Civic Capitolare Library to the university and the
oldest Music academy in the world. The Fondazione Arena has been producing stunning opera productions for its 15.000
capacity audience for over a hundred years, and every summer an international crowd packs the open-air theatre to cheer
each performance.

Optional wine tour of Verona
Verona, city of love and wine, or of love for wine?
From this great question sources a tour capable of telling the city of Verona through its historical periods,
its gastronomic products and the wines that have made it famous throughout the world.
An itinerary is dedicated to those who want to explore the plots of the history of Verona and at the same time does not
want to miss the unique flavors of this land.
For this reason, the walk through the city center allows you to discover the Piazza Bra, with its magnificent Arena, the
famous Juliet's House, Piazza dei Signori, dedicated to the great poet Dante, Piazza
delle Erbe, the monumental Scaliger Castle and Scaliger Bridge.
The visit will end in a beautiful location, where you can taste fine wine selections as the full-bodied Amarone, the Red
Valpolicella, the sweet Recioto, the delicate Soave, Custoza and Lugana, along with the typical Veronese amenities related
to the current season.
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Dinner in local restaurant

Check in hotel Best Western Plus 4* or sim
Overnight
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Day 6-Venice

Check out from hotel Best Western Plus 4* or sim
Breakfast

Transfer to Padova

Half day city tour of Padova with english speaking guide
You’ll fall in love with this bustling university city, which dates back over 2,000 years. Tour will include St. Anthony’s
Basilica, Palazzo della Ragione, the ancient courtyard of the University of Padova and the lovely main squares. Your visit
will conclude with a reserved entrance to the Scrovegni Chapel to view the fresoes by artist Giotto, second in importance
only to the Sistine Chapel.

Lunch in local restaurant

Transfer to Venice Mestre

Check in hotel Plaza 4* or sim in Venice Mestre
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Day 7-Venice

Breakfast at the Hotel

Boat transfer from Tronchetto pier to St. Marks Square

Half day tour of Venice with English speaking local guide
Historical evidences suggest that refugees founded Venice. When Germanic tribes ravaged northern Italy in the 5th
century, many mainlanders escaped to this difficult-to-access area on the Adriatic Sea.

Over the centuries the refugee community grew into the most powerful trading port in the Mediterranean. At its peak,
Venice counted 3.000 trade ships and 300 navy vessels. After Napoleon's fall, it became part of the Austrian Kingdom of
Lombardy-Venetia, but after the uprising in 1848, the city reached its independence once again. Shortly after, in 1866,
Venice was annexed to the Kingdom of Italy. 1932 saw the opening of the motor and rail bridge between Venice and the
mainland, which led this city to come out on top as a tourist destination.

It is hard to navigate around the city, but don’t let that put you off, as this is part of Venice’s charm. Leave the other tourists
at St Mark’s square and the Rialto Bridge and explore the maze-like little neighbourhoods instead. The most interesting
areas and islands are Cannaregio, SanPolo/Santa Croce, Dorsoduro, San Marco and Castello.

Boat transfer from St. Mark square to Tronchetto

Dinner in local restaurant

Overnight
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Day 8-Venice

Check out from hotel Plaza 4* or sim
Breakfast

Transfer to airport

END OF THE PROGRAMME
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